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DOCTOR HARPER: I am very fortunate to have helping me
today G. Kenneth Bennett, Regional Consultant, Addiction
Research Foundation of Ontario at Hamilton, Ontario; Anthony

Blanchet, Manager of Employee Relations at the University of

Guelph, Guelph, Ontario; Doctor A. E. Hertzler Knox, better
known to you as Hertz, Medical Director of the Hartford Insurance
Group, Hartford, Connecticut; and Doctor Martin.

Doctor Martin has just described why the need for quality

control of a product in heavy industry. He has shown how heavy
industry has approached the problem of the troubled employee. He
has shown how heavy industry must rely on an organized approach
to employees behavioral problems as a unit of the cost containment
approach in production. Excessive workmen's compensation claims,

unwarranted absenteeism, excessive sick days, and working below an
acceptable production level are costly to heavy industry in the

absence of a functioning program.
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The needs of the insurance industry do not differ much from
those of heavy industry. The same need to minimize unwarranted
impairment of productive capacity among the employees exists.
Most insurance companies recognize that alcohol abuse can be

detrimental to efficient discharge of assigned duties. ]Siost insurance

companies have a policy" regarding alcohol abuse, but like most
other industries there is a large Policy/ Practice Gap. It is one thing to
condemn alcohol abuse, but it is another thing to recognize alcohol

abuse and to apply the policy of the company.
In recent years the employee assistance program approach to a

wider range of problems affecting the ability of an employee to work
at an acceptable level has emerged. It can become an effective tool in
approaching what can best be termed as a "troubled employee", the

so-called broad brush approach, extending beyond the more readily
identifiable alcohol abuser. A troubled employee can be defined as
one whose work, at one time satisfactory, has now deteriorated

below a satisfactory performance level. Ordinary administrative and

supervisory efforts have not corrected the poor work performance.
The responsible supervisor is faced with three courses of action:

1. Transfer of the problem to another department or recom-

mend termination.

2. Yield to the ever-present temptation to probe into the prob-
lem and apply his or her personal concepts of corrective
measures.

3. Suggest that there exists a resource available to the em-

ployee where objective and professional assistance in prob-
lem-solving is offered on a voluntary basis. At this point the
supervisor can emphasize that the resource observes the

privileged nature of any discussion or course of action; and
that referral and corrective action does not become pan of
the personnel record; and that the offer of assistance is made

The first mentioned option has been the classical one. It may
demoralize the department. It can result in union complaints. It may
be unjustifiably unfair. The second approach reflects that human
frailty of wanting to play counsellor. As someone has said, "Heaven

preserve us from the problem solvers." At this level, super-

visor/employee, it is unlikely that any constructive results can

be anticipated although the supervisor may have some secondary
sense of power. At best such an approach is nonobjective and
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certainly an unprofessional attempt to impose personal views upon a

complicated problem of living. The third approach has m'any

advantages. It restricts the supervisorto a supervisor's qualifications,
that of evaluating the work performance of the employees under
supervision. It transfers the responsibility to a qualified resource
where an objective evaluation can be performed and suitable referral
to an agency qualified in handling the employee's difficulties.

By establishing a systematic approach through a referral chain
of triage it has been shown in many corporations that intervention in

a progressively deteriorating situation occurs at a much earlier stage
regardless of the basic problem. In well developed programs it should
be anticipated that self referral will ultimately exceed third-party
referral. The coordinating resource, through having in addition to
the supervisor's access to records of the personnel department an

attendance, tardiness, early departure from work, spotty utilization
of sick leave, unusual utilization of group health benefits
(independent of diagnosis if deemed appropriate), union grievances
in the case of union employees, and a variety of available and

validated data applicable to the employee's problem, can develop a

reasonably accurate pattern. The formal yet nonthreatemng

structure of such an agency is more likely to disclose the basic nature
of the problems affecting work performance. The trained
coordinator is unlikely to be misled by spurious answers in an
evaluation. Alcohol abusers are the greatest of con artists. Affective

disorders masquerade under pleomorphic guises. The complexities of

the problems involved require competence in the coordinator and
access of other community referral agencies appropriate to the needs
of the employee.

This afternoon we hope through the panel participants to

demonstrate that the systematic approach to the troubled employee
in contrast to having merely a 'policy' can be an effective, cost-saving

program which can contribute materially to the orderly corporate
operation.

. First I am going to ask Ken Bennett to discuss a particularly

delicate and difficult aspect of identification and systems approach
to picking up the troubled employee. Now from here on in we are not

going to be referring to the troubled employee as an alcoholic
because that immediately puts somebody in the company in the
position of having to make a diagnosis and we Medical Dirctors
perhaps are neither trained or have the time to handle that type of
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program. As a matter of fact, physicians are particularly bad, as you

know, m handling the problems of alcoholism. We have enough
troubles with it ourselves. (Laughter)

MR. BENNETT: Occupational rehabilitation is a process of

helpmg employees with problems detrimentally affecting their work

performance to rehabilitate themselves occupationally. It is essential
that both management and labour commit themselves to making the
occupational rehabilitation process work or the program is doomed
to failure or at best mediocrity. Most employee assistance programs
still only identify employees in the latter stages of their problems and
have either no or inadequate follow-up procedures after the

employee has gone through the treatment phase. The result is that no
one is quite sure how the employee is doing or whether indeed they
have been truly rehabilitated.

The Work-up. The first phases success is directly influenced
by the effectiveness of the employer's work performance momtoring
system and the unions commitment to work with management to
utiUze the organization's disciplinary procedure as a lever to

persuade employees to seek help.
Employees with deteriorating work performance can be

identified earlier through a systematic system of monitoring
attendance, lateness, accidents, work quality and health insurance
claims.

The employee with a well-documented unsatisfactory work
record is encouraged to take advantage of the organizatioa'>s

employee assistance program or be subject to the appropriate
disciplinary action.

Once a professional assessment is made to determine the nature

of the problem and a program of rehabilitation recommended, the

employee is required to follow the prescribed program or face the
pending discipline.

The Therapy. The second phase can vary considerably and a
wide variety of approaches appear to have equal success providing

the work-up and follow-up phases are developed effectively.

The relatively high success rates that have been achieved
through the occupational rehabilitation process appear to be the
result of the on-going long-term "support system" rather than any

particular treatment modality.
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If the treatment program is based on an accurate diagnosis of

the problem and is reinforced by adequate follow-up procedures, the
potential of the program can be outstanding.

The Follow-up. It is just not realistic to believe that a three or
four week residential program or a short series of out-patient

counselling or group sessions by themselves will be adequate to effect

lasting rehabilitation for the problem employee.
The reason why employee assistance programs are the most

successful approach to date for rehabilitating people (at least

occupationally) is that there is an opportunity to identify employees
'vith problems and to be able to help them to do something about
them effectively.

The person may or may not be rehabilitated totaUy but at least
they are helped to meet the requirements of their job in an acceptable
way and therefore maintain some stability in their life.

In many cases the job may be the only practical means of

intervention. Employee assistance programs are no panacea, but

they offer the best approach developed to date.

In the history of trying to develop a more effective method of
identifying problem employees earlier, of getting them to accept that
they have a problem, of helping them to rehabilitate themselves, and

of giving them the support necessary to adequately deal with

potential relapse, many approaches with varying degrees of success
have been developed. The constant challenge, however, has been to

continue to find more effective ways of accomplishing successful
rehabilitation.

The concept of occupational rehabilitation with its three-phase
process has resulted in both earlier and increased identification plus
higher rates of rehabilitation with less relapse.

I think those are the comments, Sam, that I would like to make
at this time.

DOCTOR HARPER: Our next panelist is Anthony Blanche!,

Manager of Employee Relations, University of Guelph, Guelph,
Ontario. And before I let Tony speak, I would like to point out
something that is different in this meeting than would be the case if it

were in the U.S. We have two businessmen up here who are handling
things from a businessman's approach. Now you will find in the U.S.,
with respect to the various alcohol programs, that a great many of the
individuals involved are former alcoholics themselves, which is fine.

It gives a certain amount of empathy and understanding, but actually
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the business approach to this problem seems to work more effectively
because it is a corporate problem which involves individuals, not an
individual problem which involves the corporation. Do I make

myself clear on that? Now Tony has put things together in about as
systematic a fashion as one could imagine at Guelph University and
he is going to give you some of his experiences;

MR. BLANCHET: Probably I have two problems. One is that the
last time I spoke about the employee assistance program at Guelph I

ended up speaking for three hours. I will try not to. do that today.

Secondly, as we talk about the Monday-Friday syndrome, my boss is
beginning to wonder why it is every Friday I am away talking about

the employee assistance program. (Laughter) In the majority of
cases, and I deal within the personnel section, most employers do not
hesitate to spend a great deal of money on training their employees.

What seems to me sad is that so many of them do nothing to protect
their investment. And that is exactly what an employee assistance

program does. Without an employee assistance program, an
employer is faced with two choices essentially when they encounter
the troubled employee. In the first instance, they can be like the
ostrich and hide their heads in the sand and hope the problem goes

away. Or in the second instance, they can go through the normal
disciplinary route and end up terminating the individual and

throwing all their training money and their human resources, m
effect, out the window.

We had a couple of problems at the university. Most of you have
been through a university. Our biggest problem in developing an
employee assistance program was that for some reason the faculty

branch of a university can never agree with the administration. Soin
developing our program we had to be very careful because we wanted
total employee involvement. In the first instance we wanted the
agreement of the faculty association that an employee assistance

program was the route to go. Now that presents its own problems.
We had a faculty member who was president of our association who

made a statement to the effect that faculty people were generally
brighter than the ordinary working guy and they would really know

when they had a problem and they would seek treatment on their
own and they were not sure that they needed a program to begin with.

Well, we had approximately three to four years of development
before our program was introduced. Then, after we had had our

•
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discussions with the faculty, we had an added problem in that I was

not going to try to develop an employee assistance program without
the blessing of the president of the University. So it became a point of
convincing him that we needed an employee assistance program.

Since the University was getting into money difficulties, my tack was

to convince him that it made good economic sense to develop the

program. As 75% of our sick leave and 75% of our long-term
disability claims were being made by approximately 6% to 7% of our
employees, it seemed to us'that we had a problem in some area and

had to find some way of treating it. Our big problem was that we had
no policy that would tell a supervisor that we could deal with a

problem and could effect some changes. And so we found the

problems that people, the troubled employees, had were primarily
being hidden. I do not claim that an employee assistance program is
the only way to- solve an attendance problem, but I do think it
provides effective tools for overcoming some of the problems. I
believe in a total assistance program.

Since we instituted our program last July, we have had

approximately 16 people who have gone on the program. Twelve of
those were on a mandatory basis; four of them were on a voluntary

basis. Ten of the 16 had direct alcohol problems while the other six

had a whole host of other problems. They had legal problems, famil]

££9^?ls>Jnent^ health problems, credit problems; all of these
things which were adversely affectm£their work performaace. From
an employer's point of view, in identifying the troubled employee we
look at the job performance. By job performance I mean attendance,

lateness, sickness, accident, getting along with people on the job, the
length of time it takes to perform the job, etc. From that viewpoint
we tackle the problem. We do not tackle it on the basis that it is a

morally good thing to do. It is moral for us as a public employer to
have a good program and to have an effective work force. That is the
basis on which we have tackled the employee assistance concept.

Now as we developed ourprogram, we had some difficulties. As I
mentioned previously we^have a faculty association at the University
and we have five other unions to deal witE-Wedid not want a
program which wasjiot_accepltable to any one group on the campus.

We had to have a policy acceptable to management, to faculty and to
each individual union. That took a lot of work. We did a lot of~

groundwork and worked out a policy together. We developed a
committee which was responsible for developing the program. That
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committee meets on an ongoing basis and constantly reviews the

employee assistance program.

We than had some other decisions to make. At a university you

generally have fairly adequate medical services, psychiatric services,

etc. We ran into problems with some of the unions who were taking

the tack, "Yeh, but you pay your Medical Director. So if you pay
him, you are going to call the shots. And we do not see that as being
fair." Also, these services on our campus existed primarily for the use
of the students. So we went out into the community and we
discovered beyond my wildest imagination, the types of programs
available tbrough the community. We had a sanatorium which deals
with mental health problems and alcoholism. We had credit and debt
counseling people, a legal aid society, the health unit with their

addiction services. We got all the treatment agencies together and

then started to work with them, because our policy was obviously not
going to work well unless the people who were doing the treatment
knew what the ground rules were. And through that, we developed a
good follow-up system.

An individual placed on.the program on a mandatory basis has a

monthly assessment through the treatment agency of his work
performance on the j ob and an assessment of his performance on the

particular program. And as soon as we put a person on the program,

we enter into a specific agreement with that individual, a signed
agreement, which says he has to follow the prescribed program, has
to improve his work performance, has to improve his attendance
record. He agrees to an exchange of information between the
treatment agency and the University and that failure to comply with
this program will result in disciplinary action. That agreement is
signed by the coordinator, and I happen to be the Program

Coordinator, by the individual himself, and by the union rep-
resentative. What used to happen every time we tried to take some
job action against an individual who had some problems on the job

was to get into a grievance procedure. The union would grieve, you
would go to arbitration, you would lose the case, the guy was back on
the job, etc. You got into a revolving door situation. We have since

terminated three employees who have refused to cooperate with the
program and we have not had one grievance because the union has
been made a party to the problem, the total problem.

We have used our existing health resources. We have developed
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what we feel are some good supervisory training programs. The first

thing that I insisted upon as the Coordinator was that before we had
a training program initiated for supervisors, I wanted the President
and the Vice President, the Deans and Directors, to go through that
same program. If you are not going to start it from the top, working

down, I do not think it will work effectively. You have got to have

support of the hierarchy of any organization. As I said, we put 16
people on our program m a period of three months and I suggest the
employee assistance program is a good avenue. It is working for us

and it is providing us some alternatives. Before, the only choice we
had essentially was to end up terminating an employee who was not

functioning properly. (Exhibit A illustrates our treatment network.)
DOCTOR HARPER: Thank you. Tony. You see, this is not a

simple problem. Maybe we can summarize this a little bit later. But
first, we would like to hear from someone who is in the insurance

business, Doctor Hertzler Knox, who has had a long-time experience

with a broad brush approach to the troubled employee.
DOCTOR KNOX: Presentations by a group of panelists who have

not had an opportunity to get their act together often create a serious
overlap or repetition of similar experiences. Ithas been most reward-

ing for us to work with Sam Harper who has spent a great deal of time

and energy trying to prevent such a happening, and it has been most
successful, I believe. However, in the field of employee assistance

programs, repetition has never hurt anyone provided they were

sincere and active in their efforts. Historically, if I may use the term

for a field that is still so new that ten years ago one could count the
forerunners of these programs on one's fingers, there has been a

fascinating evolution from flat-out alcoholism programs to the
present-day employee assistance programs. Ten years ago, when I

first began running a pilot program for alcoholics in our company, I
did not even give it a name for fear that it would become known for
what it really was. I hid it in the employees' welfare fund and limited

it to one departmental office in New York City where the problem of

alcohol was common and severe and, incidentally, remains so. As

time has passed, we have all become more or less aware that

alcoholism programs were coming into their own. The National
Institute of Alcohol Abuse and Alcoholism (NIAAA) was successful
in its efforts in the U.S. so that by 1974 it had created a widespread

concern about the disease of alcoholism similar to what had evolved
in Canada back in the I960Ts. Incidentally, as recently as 1967, nearly
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all major alcoholism treatment seminars in the U.S. were heavily

dependent upon visiting Canadians' expertise in coming to grips with

this ubiquitous disease. Those of you who have not been actively
involved in developing or running a program may not have been
aware of the major schism that occurred in the U.S. within the last

two or three years over whether what we are calling today employee
assistance programs should be pure alcoholism programs or should
be broad brush and deal with peopled other problems besides

alcoholism. We have all spoken to some degree in regard to these

various problems, to greater or lesser degrees, but wherever you go
you find that the tendency is away from the pure alcoholism

programs.

Just let me briefly summarize the absurdity of trying to

limit such programs to only alcoholics as the National Council of
Alcoholism (NCA) in the U.S. and labor-management did recently.
All of these programs are based fundamentally, and most im-
peratively, on work performance evaluation and the de-

terioration of such work performance in any one individual. Now

can anyone here tell me how a supervisor who has been told and
retold to not make a diagnosis, is going to tell the alcoholic from the
emotionally ill worker who begins to drink to ease his psychosomatic
pain. How differently does work performance deteriorate in the

worker busy listening to his auditory hallucinations and how can a
supervisor or foreman separate the schizophrenics from the
alcoholics? Does the company benefit from treating the alcoholic

and leaving the manic-depressive in charge of the. steam boilers at
night? We had that happen in my company. The manic-depressive
was working in the steam boiler room and was running the whole

thing all by himself one night. These things you have to watch for.
This is an insurance company but her is a steam boiler, a huge plant,
running a 27acre complex, in the charge of a manic-depressive.

These examples may seem absurd but they occur.

How is the supervisor to sort them out? It is often hard enough

for an experienced physician to do that, especially where a psychotic
individual has become addicted to alcohol which he or she has found

permits one to cope with his or her particular demon. If a company is
only interested in getting the hard-core alcoholics off the working
floor, those people in the tertiary stage of alcoholism, one does not

need a program. You have heard that before. Just walk through each
department, smelling breaths in the morning before the coffee break.
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AH the tertiary cases will smell ofalcoholfrom their a.m. drink or will
have the rancid left-over residual odor of fusel oils or coageners so
unmistakable to the morning after, or a case of the shakes because
they have not had that morning drink. Those you could pick out
without a program. However, if you want to help people and make a

program pay off for your corporation, you will have to accept all
comers - the husband who cannot work effectively because his

alcoholic wife may burn the house down or fall down the basement
stairs: the woman whose husband is in serious financial trouble or

whose daughter is on drugs. The entire gamut of human illnesses and

foibles prey on our employees at one time or another to the detriment
of their work capacity. One-third of these people's lives is spent at
work where we as physicians can create a system which can be of

immeasurable aid to them. It is no longer possible for us to ignore the
fact that more and more companies have successful programs geared

to assisting their employees deal with problems other than their
organic iUnesses or traumatic injuries. Many of these companies do

not even have a full-time physician and still their programs flourish.

Why has this happened? It is because these programs actually work.
It is not like what you remember when you worked the emergency
room as an intern. These people are not skid row bums or burned out ^B
schizophrenics. They come to work nearly every day and no one says ^

a word about the fact that there is no use talking to him or her after
lunch. But everyone knows several of them in every company and I

am sure that everybody in this room knows somebody either at work
or in their immediate circle of friends or relatives who has this
problem.

Back to how we know these programs work. In my company,
the Hartford Insurance Group, we have kept very simple but
accurate records since the formal inception of our program in the fall
of 1973.1 sold Management on the idea that the medical-behavioral
program, since renamed the Personal Guidance Program, would
save them money. In the interest of time, let me say briefly that after

only one year of our program, we were able to show definitely that
the National Council of Alcoholism formulas were underestimating

the cost ofalcoholismin our kind of business. The average alcoholic's

salary of $8,900, predicted by an NCA formula, was found to be'

$16,689 for the Hartford's average alcoholic. That is quite an error.
Incidentally, this had been predicted in my initial presentation to

L\
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Management when I spoke of the ten to fifteen years it usually takes

to become an alcoholic and that such people were likely to be4n our
middle-management area. This most accurate forecast was proven

for the first time four years ago. Judgment decisions are the
piecework of the insurance industry. For those of you who wonder
how the broad brush effect can be applied to the salary estimate, we

were able to show that nonalcoholic entrants into our program

during the first year were both younger and paid less. Their average
salary was not $8,900. It was $11,040. Our most significant statistics
have been garnered this summer by a graduate economics student
who read our initial publication on average salaries and came to us to

see if he could help establish some actual cost benefit figures for an

employee assistance program. I am pleased to be able to present this
very preliminary report to this Association today in the hope that it
may help you convince even the most skeptical management of the

value of a good honest functioning employee assistance program.
I am sure that any of you who have ever tried to justify an

employee occupational medicine program on a cost benefit basis
know how hopeless and thanldess a task it has always proven to be.
Here, however, we have developed a model based on a three-year

evaluation of the Hartford Personal Guidance Program which
^^ considers the time element as a basic factor in estimating benefits.

Our model contends that benefits associated with such a program

accrue on a yearly basis for each employee who has completed
treatment for a medical behavioral problem and has returned to
work for the Hartford. Thus, one evaluates those benefits which

would accrue if the employee remains employed in the future, that is,
was successfully treated for his problem. This includes more thanjust
those benefits of the past and present. One major assumption made
in using the National Council on Alcoholism's formula, which is also

used by NIAAA is that a troubled employee will cost the employer
25% of his or her salary in poor work performance in direct and in-
direct costs. That is our basic rough assumption. We feel that this
figure of 25% is probably in actuality, based on our studies and our

knowledge of the people before treatment, nearer 50%. What we then
measure in the successfully treated employee is a recovery of 25% of
lost efficiency due to an emotional or alcohol-related problem<,

This benefit can be shown to be an annual benefit starting after

successful treatment and lasting until the employee has a relapse, is
terminated, resigns or retires. We add to this benefit additional fac-
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tors based on an annual turnover rate, average salary increments,

and relapse rate of employees in completed treatment. A computer

program, without which this would be a totally impossible study, has
been designed for this, in a Fortran mode, and will be made available

to save others from reinventing the wheel when our study is finally
published. No effort has been made to identify dollar figures for the
many intangibles affecting society such as automobile accidents,
crimes committed under the influence of alcohol, hospital
admissions and health insurance claims due to alcohol-related
illnesses and injuries, child abuse, rapes, assaults due to alcohol,

early deaths and suicides attributable to alcohol. Fifty percent of all
fatal automobile accidents are either primarily or secondarily related
to alcohol. In Connecticut over 47% of the recidivistic prisoners in
our penal system are alcoholics. We made a survey of the three major

hospitals in Hartford and found that 28% of the beds were occupied
by patients with alcoholic-related diseases, either primary or

secondary. That figure for Roosevelt Hospital in New York City is
35%. The suicide rate among alcoholics is 55 times normal. Millions

of dollars are paid out in insurance claims for early or accidental
deaths due to alcohol. Cirrhosis of the liver is now the fourth ranked

cause of death in the United States. If you count in suicides and ^B.
accidents, alcohol should probably be ranked third. Savings in these

areas may properly be classified as spillover benefits from an
occupational employee assistance program. It would be difficult to
attach a dollar figure, but obviously such a figure would be
astronomical.

Time is short and I am carrying this on much too far. But the
essence of our cost benefit figure lies in the ratio of the cost benefit
derived by these formulae and the cost of the Hartford's Personal
Guidance Program which to date has been staffed by one weU-trained
experienced alcoholism counsellor, Mr. William Burke. With a series

of the more easily derived facts and figures and the help of a fairly

large computer bank, we have been able to demonstrate a cost benefit
ratio of $14.78 for every $1 invested during the five-year post-

evaluation period, figuring a 75% treatment success rate which

we can easily achieve at the Hartford. Even if we were to take the

formula and cut our assumed success ratio to 50% and cut the salary
parameter to 12 1/2%, from the NCAA 25% figure, we establish a
cost benefit ratio of $4.64 for each $1 invested in the program. These
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figures, I contend, give you something real to discuss with your
management smce the total of saved dollars we are discussing is

currently well into sbc figures annually for our company. Many of
you have witnessed, and it has been mentioned here, the other

solution to dealing with the alcoholic once he has blown his cover

and refuses to partake of your coercive therapy. The alternative that
man has is termination. You know, fire the S.O.B. after years of

covering up for him.
If you feel this is an economical way out, let me leave you with

this disquieting fact. At the Hartford our figures show that it would
have cost us over two times what our Personal Guidance Program

has cost during the first three years of its existence to pay the termina-

tion costs alone of those persons who.have successfully completed
our program. The cost of our program was $99,418. That was the

commitment by the Corporation over those three years. OUT

termination costs for those persons with alcoholism alone would

have amounted to $214,473 just for termination only. And we can

figure that out as $2.15 for each $1 spent on the program.
DOCTOR HARPER: Thank you. Hertz. You see this is a big

subject and a very complicated one. If you feel that you have a
policy/practice gap in your company^ approach to the troubled
employee, consider yourself to be part of the majority. We have tried

to demonstrate in a brief period of time how an effective program can

accomplish more than a simple policy statement. It should be
recognized that at any one time about 10% of all employees are

distracted by various problems in living to a point of interfering with

their capacity to work at an acceptable level. Six of the ten will be
troubled with alcohol abuse manifesting itself in any of a variety of

patterns, most of which are not readily detected. About three of the

ten will have some affective disorder which may be serious enough to
warrant intervention by appropriate therapy. The remaining one
percent will have a variety of problems, marital discord, parent/ child

difficulties, legal entanglements, financial worries, being among
them.

From the corporate standpoint taking a positive approach In a
systematic fashion as has been presented this afternoon, it can be
conservatively estimated that a bare minimum of two dollars will be

saved for every dollar expended. There are many secondary benefits
stemming from the program in the form of improved morale, a
softening of the rigid concept of the corporation, and the
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preservation of trained and experienced personnel obviating the
need for retraining with aU of the atteiidant difficulties.

It is our feeling that the Medical Department can be the initial

motivating element in convincing management that a program not
only has humanitarian justification, but that it can constitute a
material savings in operating costs within a short period of time.

Without the fuU support of the corporate management a functioning
program is unlikely to succeed. This situation, sadly, is one that
exists in most corporations limiting their efforts to a statement of
policy without adequate structuring of the mechanics of
implementation.

(Exhibit B lists some references and resources which Doctor
Harper hopes will be helpful. - Ed.)

PRESIDENT ROSS: Thank y'ou, Sam, and gentlemen. Are there
questions for the panel?

DOCTOR HAROLD KOST, John Hancock, Boston: In the
presentation you mentioned something about what you considered a
success. I would like to hear it again. I am very impressed by the

success rates you are reporting, 50% good results from one study,
75% success at the Hartford Group. How are you measuring the

success? At what point do you decide that you have a success and
how do you follow to determine when that success is fixed or is lost?

DOCTOR HARPER: Doctor Martin, do you want to direct
yourself to that?

DOCTOR MARTIN: We assess our program every year, usually in
September. We look at all the files from the past year and assess them
with respect to absenteeism, work performance, sickness, Ulness,

accidents both in and out of the plant, any behavioral problems, any
trouble with supervisors, and getting along with fellow employees.
Then we weigh each case on the basis as to whether he is doing a good
job, a fair job or a poor job.

DOCTOR HARPER: Ken is directly concerned with this in the
Hamilton area. Ken, if you would have a brief comment.

MR. BENNETT: The way we look at it is rehabilitating people
occupationally. It will be a little easier if we look at that concept, that

these people are now able to function in an acceptable way. They are
able to meet the job and, although there may be times when problems
reoccur, the program is there to assist them so that long term, they

have afair measure of rehabilitation interms of managing the Job. So

•
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SUGGESTED RESOURCES* - REFERENCES - AGENCIES

1. STATE AND PROVWCIAL GOVERNMENTS - Consultants in Mental Health and/or Alcohol
Rehabilitation, Training, etc. — Variously located in Health and Social Services or equiva-
lent divisions - Most departments have training consultants, audio-visual aids, and are
equipped to be of major assistance in imptementation of a program.

2. NA TIONAL INSTITUTE ON ALCOHOL ABUSE AND ALCOHOLISM - National Clearing-
house for Aicohol Information, P. 0. Box 2345, RockviUe, Maryland 20852 - NIAAA
information and Feature Service pubiication — excellent source of cuirent infonnation ia
abbreviated Form. AJso available through request arc reports, statistical data, and related
material on current programs. Upon request cost/benefit studies from various programs
can be obtained- A variety of publications of special interest, general mterest, and traffic
safety/alcohol - of good value in assembly of data for presentation to management. A3so
maintains Sist of currently available books on AJcohol Abuse and Alcoholism.

3. HAZELDEN FOUNDATION. Box J76, CENTER CfTT, MINNESOTA SS012 - A non-profit
charitabie organization providing comprehensive treatment and other services in the field
of alcoholism and other drug dependencies. Haselden Books. (Hazelden Literature
Department) - Maintains a large variety of literature on alcohol, drug, and related
problems not only published by Hazelden, but also by other organizations. The booklet,
THE EMPLOYEE ASSISTANCE PROGRAM, is available and published by Hazeld^T
This Is an excellent guide through the intricacies of developing a "broad brush" program \
for helping troubled employees with problems beyond alcoholism, but including |
alcoholism. -1|

4. MANUAL ON ALCOHOLISM - Available through American Medical Association, basicaHy
clinicaily oriented.

5. ALCOHOL AND DRUGS AT WORK ~ Siby! Clinic, available from Drug Abuse Council, 1828
L Street NW, Washington. D. C. 20036 - Has valuable cost/benefit study of Kennecott
Utah Copper Division's INSIGHT Program which can be of help in preparing credibility
aspect of establishing a troubled employee program.

6. JOURNAL OF STUDIES ON ALCOHOL - Rutgeis University, ?w Bmnswick, New Jency
08903 - Monthly publication principally concerned with alcohol, but contains much of
value 10 scholarly approach as well as practical studies relating to mter-relationship of
alcohol and injury, etc. Of good use to anyone involved in understanding the extent of
alcohol and how it affects society.

*The above references and resources represent a selected sampling of the vast literature available. I
have found them to be of vaiue, personally, in establishing a working knowledge of some of the
problems affecting the TrotsbU'd Employee.

Prepared by

ALIMDA Annual Meeting
Toronto, Oniario - October 6. 7 & 8. 1977

EXHIBIT B

Samuel B. Harper, M.D.
Vice President and Medical Director
CUNA Mutual Insurance Group
Box 391
Madison, Wisconsin 53701
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that, I think, is common to programs looked at in the occupational
setting, the rehabilitation is of a specific nature occupationally.

DOCTOR HARPER: You see, he did not express it in terms of
one-year sobriety which is one mechanism that is used.

DOCTOR ALBERT HARROP, Great-West Life Assurance,

Winmpeg: It is mainly a question in nomenclature. Doctor Martin
several times mentioned the fact that alcoholism is an illness. I do not
think that anybody would dispute this too strenuously, particularly
since some states now are defining it as such in the statutes. At one

point, however, it was considered an illness unless... . Now we can-

not be ambiguous in our contracts that this is an illness and can be a

disability also. We cannot write contracts like that. You can get rid of
the man, you can jettison your problem by firing him. We are not
worried about union agreements. We are worried about the legal

aspects. Does he have a claim against us for two years, his own
occupation, and if he has got two years' full-time coverage, he could
be no good for anything else. We could have him for the rest of his
life. Does your coverage cover also the spouse because we have the

dependent coverage in our contracts? And if this is an illness and she
has no structured program to go into, she goes into the sanatorium.

Is this covered under your policy? Next, I would just like your view
with respect to other social conditions, kleptomania, homosexuality,
or drug addiction. Are these not also illnesses? And when do they

become totally disabling?

DOCTOR KNOX: I do not have any problem with that. As a
matter of fact, we are self-insured. We are a small insurance

company, down in the United States, 18,000 employees, and we also
have gone nationwide with the Group Health coverage of

alcoholism, not only for the insured person but for the spouse as well

and dependents. I do not see any trouble with this. The question of
disability, of course, is always of major concern. We discussed this

briefly before the panel. I have eleven people who have gone on long-

term disability in my program since its inception. These are people
who could not get sober regardless of what we could do for them or

what we tried to do for them. Whatever coercive efforts we made,
they were unable to maintain their sobriety, they were placed on
long-term disability. I can report and I could have reported quite
some time ago that not one of those persons has ever lived more than

one and a half years. Duane Block has also found this to be true at the

Ford Motor Company and this has been the experience of the

people here running a long-term program. So your long-tenn

disability is not a major problem. As for the problem of
homosexuality, the Supreme Court of the United States decided
against tackling that one. I will be damned if I will.

DOCTOR HARPER: Are there any other questions?

DOCTOR JOHN KILGOUR, Metropolitan, Ottawa: For those

who have a program for alcoholism, we do recognize two key factors
primarily. Number one, of course, is the role I refer to as the first line,
the foreman or supervisor, because without his cooperation, the

program, is certainly going to fail, because he is the one who is first

going to be able to identify that the employee does have a health

problem. Now the second thing is for the major, or probably the
only, motivating factor for the employee to do something. That is the
threat of the loss of hisjob. What I would like to ask the panel is what

if the supervisory does not carry out the job that he is expected to do
after he has been properly instmcted? Now the supervisor's job is

being put on the line. I might say this is a new concept that was in the
Journal of Alcoholism a year ago as an editorial. I would be

interested in the panels comments.

MR. BENNETT: Yes, I think as these problems evolve we become
aware that many flrst-line supervisors are reluctant to take action,

even though the evidence is there. Also they, themselves, may not

really see the evidence. And so therefore it is not the immediate
supervisor who is the key person, although he has his role to play- It is
the supervisor's boss. It is the next level, and that person is saymg to

the supervisor, "What about so and so in your department? I am
concerned. Are you taking action?" The supervisor, of course, wants

to handle it in his own way and so what his boss says to him m essence
is "OK, you try, but remember, I am holding you accountable. And if
it does not work out, you are the person who is going to be on the

spot" And then that guy, the supervisor's supervisor, says to him,

"Look, ! have stuck my neck out for you." He sees it in an entirely

different concept. So I think we have to move. You have to have a

policy, a program and orientation. The supervisor has to be made

accountable for following the procedures once they become policy,
both identifying and confronting the individual.

DOCTOR HARPER: Tony Blanchet has one comment to make.
MR. BLANCHET: I just want to make one comment on the

supervisory thing. In the first place, supervisors are employees and as
such they too have problems and sometimes they do not do theirjob
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property. If you have a good employee assistance program, one thing
you are going to find out in a hurry is which supervisor is doing his

job and which one is not, and if the supervisor is not doing his job,
then you must go through the route of the medical assessment to find
out if there is a problem.

DOCTOR HARPER: Thank you very much. I want to thank the

panel. I want to thank Doctor Ross for giving us an opportunity to
take this new direction at the ALIMDA meeting. I think it is great. I
think it is part of the medicine of the future. More and more, you are

going to find yourselves involved in the social sphere.


